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WebUntis 3

1 WebUntis

1.1 General

1.1.1 New Home Screen

As harbinger of a general revision of the user interface, the Home Screen of the WebUntis 2016 version
has already been given a new design. Depending on the respective user rights, he/she can view
timetables and office hours, as well as the 'Messages of the day'.

1.1.2 Messages of the day

You can individually choose for any message of the day where it should be displayed (display range).
The options 'Monitor: Ticker' and 'Monitor: Header' refer to the cover lists .
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For messages of the day which were initiated in Untis cover planning you can choose where you want
them to be displayed by using the global settings: <Administration> | <Integration>.

Please note that messages of the day can now also be limited to user groups and departments.
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1.1.3 New structure of settings

The settings were re-structured in order to make the structure of the administration in WebUntis clearer.

Untis

All settings which are important for data exchange with Untis can now be found under <Administration> |
<Integration> on the Untis tab.

1.1.3.1 Untis Einstellungen

Sämtliche Einstellungen, die den Datenaustausch mit Untis betreffen, befinden sich nun auf der Seite
<Administration> | <Integration> auf der Karteikarte Untis .
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Datum des letzten Datentransfers aus Untis

Unter <Administration> | <Über WebUntis> wird das Datum der letzten Importe angezeigt.

1.1.3.2 Settings for display

Under <Administration> | <Settings for display> you will find all settings for the display of data in
WebUntis.
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1.1.3.3 Display name

Now you can choose the name for teachers, students and subjects which should be displayed in the
reports, lists and timetables. Just go to <Administration> | <Settings for display> | <General>.
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1.1.4 Interfaces

School management

It sometimes happens that a lesson exists in WebUntis, but not in the school management (e.g.
religious education supervision groups). In the student group you can activate the option Do not export
student group in order to avoid the export of student groups from WebUntis to the student administration
system (e.g. SOKRATES).

School management

It sometimes happens that a lesson exists in WebUntis, but not in the school management (e.g.
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religious education supervision groups). In the student group you can activate the option Do not export
student group in order to avoid the export of student groups from WebUntis to the student administration
system (e.g. SOKRATES).

1.1.5 Timetable settings

General settings

Under <Administration> | <Timetable settings> you now can generally specify, if apps such as Untis
Mobile are allowed to access teacher timetables.
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User settings

In the timetables via <Settings> you can set different options depending on the type of the respective
timetable.

In the students' timetables, for instance, you can make student absences visible by overlays .
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1.1.6 Filter in daily overviews

The daily overviews now have additional filters implemented depending on the type of timetable. In the
following an example of a room overview.

1.1.7 User reports

User reports are now also available in Excel. Go to <Administration> | <Users>.

Date of last data transfer from Untis

For the date of the last imports go to <Administration> | <About WebUntis>.
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1.1.8 Reply-to addresses

If a user has an e-mail address in his/her profile, internal WebUntis messages can be forwarded to this e-
mail address.

As of the 2016 version the entered e-mail address is used as Reply-to address.

If there is no e-mail address added to the profile, but the respective user is a person (e.g. teacher), the e-
mail address entered in the master data is used.

The entry of a reply-to address can be deactivated; just go to <Administration> | <Settings>. you can
globally enter a sender e-mail address, which usually will be a ' do-not-reply@schule.eu' address .

Note
As of WebUntis 2016, attachments are also forwarded via e-mail.

1.1.9 History of changes

You can view the history of changes for users and for user groups via a separate button.

1.2 Class register module

1.2.1 Wichtige Änderung bei den Rechten

Bis inklusive Version 2015 war das Recht, das zum Eintragen von Klassenbucheinträgen berechtigt,
automatisch im Recht Klassenbuch inkludiert.

mailto:do-not-reply@schule.eu' address
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Aufgrund zahlreicher Benutzerwünsche wurde dieses Verhalten in der Version 2016 geändert, so dass
nun das Recht Klassenbucheintrag separat gesetzt werden muss.

Hinweis!
Bei bestehenden Benutzergruppen geschieht dies automatisch im Zuge des Updates von WebUntis 2015
auf WebUntis 2016.

1.2.2 Class register settings

You can now choose to have the student pictures in the class register displayed in portrait layout by
ticking the respective checkbox under <Class register> | <Settings>.
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1.2.3 Monitor views

WebUntis 2016 has a new menu item: <Administration> | <Monitor views> which compiles all views for
external monitors.
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1.2.3.1 Substitution lists

The substitution or cover lists which can now be accessed by <Administration> | <Monitor views> were
further developed in the 2016 version. Now you can individually show or hide all existing columns in
general.

Another new feature is the option to also show the break supervisions in the substitutions.

Moreover - as you are used to with Untis substitution lists - you now can activate a header in which
absent or affected classes and teachers are shown. You also have the option to show the Messages of
the day.

Daily texts originating in Untis are imported to WebUntis as Messages of the day . For every individual
message of the day you can specify if it should be shown in the respective substitution list or not.
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1.2.3.2 Activity lists

Similar to the substitution lists there are also Activity lists (activities) in WebUntis 2016. Just go to
<Administration> | <Monitor views>.

Click on <New> for generating a new activity format.
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Please note that only activities which are booked in WebUntis are shown in the activity lists.

1.2.3.3 Daily overviews

Another new item are the Daily overviewsen , which show the entire timetable of one day on monitors.
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In general the timetable of teachers, classes and rooms of the entire school can be shown.

If the information cannot be shown in one cell due to lack of space, the content of the cell starts to scroll
down .
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1.2.4 Class services

Automatic allocation of class service was reviewed from scratch and is described in the following
example:

Allocation of class services
A class teacher (form teacher) assigns class services to the students to the end of the school year.

The class teacher goes to <Class register> | <Class service> for showing the class service matrix.
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Students can now be assigned to class service by ticking the checkbox of the respective week next to
their name. You also can select lines (students) or columns (weeks) and you can activate or remove all
checks of these columns with the functions .

As an alternative you can also apply the <Automatic student allocation>.

When using the automatic student allocation you need to enter the number of students needed in one
week and the duration of their class service. Please note that entries which were made manually into the
mateix are not deleted but taken into account . Furthermore, students can be exempted from the service.
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1.2.5 Message to own students in lesson

As a teacher you can view your own lessons: <Lessons> | <My lessons>. Here you can also activate
the list of students for every lesson.

Out of this student list you can send a message to the students of your lesson.
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1.2.6 Homework

Now you can also enter a due date for homework (in addition to the automatically preset homework
date).

All homework which is due for the current or a future period are shown with the respective period.

@@HIER FEHLT NOCH EIN BILD

1.2.7 Facilitated grade entry

We facilitated entering grades directly in the class register very much.

Select the function <Enter grade> by clicking on the respective student .

A window is displayed where you can choose the type of examination, e.g. 'participation' and can then
click on the grade you want to assign to the student.

1.2.8 Medical certificate required

If a student needs to bring a medical certificate according to the data entered in <Master data> |
<Students>, then this will be shown when entering his/her absence.
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Even if you edit the absence later, the requirement for a medical certificate will be shown.
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1.2.9 Several supervision teachers at exam

Contrary to earlier versions of WebUntis, the 2016 version allows several supervision teachers for a time
range at one exam.

Prerequiste is the following right: May change the supervision teacher .

Note:
This right can bei eidted in the user groups under <Edit>, not under 'Rights' (see screenshot).
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1.2.10 Seat map

The printout of the seat map was reviewed.
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1.2.11 Reports

Reports of the lesson - selection of any time range

The reports of the lesson can now be shown for any time range.
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The report 'Students in the lesson' was reviewed.

The report 'Absence time per lesson' was enlarged by percentage.
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For the report 'Letter of excuse' there are new options available and a reason of absence which has
already been entered is now printed with the report.

1.2.12 Sending text messages (SMS)

The mobile phone icon in the list of absences opens the regular 'Send SMS' (text message) window.
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When sending a text message you can choose which group of persons should receive the message,
whenever there are students amongst them. In vocational schools the group may include the instructors
in the companies they are working in, with minor students it may include the parents.

Under <Administration> | <Settings> you can pre-select default settings:

1.3 Agenda module

1.3.1 Show teachers' working hours

In some countries the teachers need to notify their working hours. You can enter this time under <Master
data> | <Teacher>.
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Entering is done intuitively with drag and drop.
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The working hours can also be shown in the timetables of the individual teachers.

1.3.2 Types of activities

Types of activities can now be allocated directly to user groups. Go to <Master data> | <Types of
activities>.
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Only after allocating the type of activity to a user group the respective users can create activities of this
type.

1.3.3 Tasks

All users with open tasks can now be easily reminded with WebUntis 2016.
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1.3.4 Booking restrictions

Days where there is no school can now optionally be exempted from the calculation of valid time ranges

1.3.5 Reports

The filter options at the report page of bookings was extended to all reports.
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1.4 Student module

1.4.1 Registration time frame per department

Registration time frames can now be entered per department.

1.4.2 Registration with priority
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You now can choose if you want to offer a course with Priority . (This setting can be edited at the
individual course).

The following example will explain the process.

As you can see in the illustration above, in general you can choose between 3 priorities; every priority
may only be selected once, though.

The students can give priorities to every course they want to attend.
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The course lists now show which priority has been given by the students who selected the different
course.

This can be used as a criterion for permitting advanced registered students into overbooked courses.

1.4.3 Max. number of participation per class

For courses which are offered to several classes at a time you can now limit the number of participants
per class.
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1.4.4 User interface for students

The user interface for students was re-designed from scratch. The following illustration explains the main
page.
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